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Learning from Other Religions   
Author:  David Brown 

Publisher:  Cambridge University Press, 2023 

ISBN: 9781009367677 

One common argument against taking the notion of divine revelation seriously is the ex-

traordinrary diversity which exists betwen the world's major religions. How can God be 

thought to have spoken to humanity when the conclusions drawn are so very different? 

David Brown authoritatively and persuasively tackles this issue head-on. He refutes the 

idea that all faiths necessarily culminate in Christianity, or that they can be reduced to 

some facile lowest common denominator, arguing instead that ideas may emerge more 

naturally in one context than another. Sometimes, because of its own singular situation, 

another religion has proved to be more perceptive on a particular issue than Christianity. 

At other times, no religion will hold the ultimate answer because what can be asserted is 

heavily dependent on what is viable both scientifically..... 

 More Details… 

 

 

The Story of Constitutions 

Discovering the We in Us 

Author:   Wim Voermans 

Publisher:  Cambridge University Press, 2023 

ISBN:  9781009385084 

Today, 189 out of 193 officially recognised nation-states have a written constitution, and 

75% of these have been ratified since 1975. How did this worldwide diffusion of consti-

tutions come about? In this book, Wim Voermans traces the varied and surprising story of 

constitutions since the agricultural revolution of c.10,000 bce. Adopting an interdiscipli-

nary approach, Voermans shows how human evolution, human nature and the history of 

thought have all played their part in shaping modern constitutions. Constitutions, in turn, 

have shaped our societies, creating imagined communities of trust and recognition that 

allow us to successfully co-operate with one another. Engagingly and wittily told, the story 

of constitutions is vital to understanding our world, our civilisations and, most signifi-

cantly, ourselves..... More Details… 

 

 
 

City of Intellect 

Author:   Rahul De 

Publisher:  Cambridge University Press, 2023 

ISBN:  9781009394437 

During his four years as the tenth Chancellor of Berkeley (2013–17), Nicholas B. Dirks 

was confronted by crises arguably more challenging than those faced by any other college 

administrator in the contemporary period. This thoughtfully candid book, emerging from 
deep reflection on his turbulent time in office, offers not just a gripping insider's account 

of the febrile politics of his time as Berkeley's leader, but also decades of nuanced reflec-

tion on the university's true meaning (at its best, to be an aspirational 'city of intellect'). 

Dirks wrestles with some of the most urgent questions with which educational leaders are 

presently having to engage: including topics such as free speech and campus safe spaces, 

the humanities' contested future, and the real cost and value of liberal arts learning. His 

visionary intervention – part autobiography, part practical manifesto – is a passionate cri 

de cœur for structural changes in higher education that are both significant and pro-

found.…………           More Details… 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/learning-from-other-religions/A79BE46429B5A7D6F41E826D868D97C0#fndtn-information
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/story-of-constitutions/939089C4B459B2FC7E5B4A5DBFA4C502#fndtn-information
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/city-of-intellect/EA9991451DD841F58A715BCF10532D4C#fndtn-information
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Criminal Law, Procedure, and Evidence 

Author:   Walter P. Signorelli 

Publisher:   Routledge, 2023 

ISBN:    9781032539096 

Providing a complete view of U.S. legal principles, this book addresses distinct issues as 

well as the overlays and connections between them. It presents as a cohesive whole the 

interrelationships between constitutional principles, statutory criminal laws, procedural 

law, and common-law evidentiary doctrines. This fully revised and updated new edition 
also includes discussion questions and hypothetical scenarios to check learning. Consti-

tutional principles are the foundation upon which substantive criminal law, criminal pro-

cedure law, and evidence laws rely. The concepts of due process, legality, specificity, no-

tice, equality, and fairness are intrinsic to these three disciplines, and a firm understanding 

of their implications is necessary for a thorough comprehension of the topic. This book 

examines the tensions produced by balancing the ideals of individual liberty embodied in 

the Constitution against society’s need to enforce criminal laws as  …...    More Details… 

 

 

 

Social Rehabilitation and Criminal Justice 

Author:    Ed. Federica Coppola, Adriano Martufi 
Publisher:   Routledge, 2023 

ISBN:     9781032052908 

This book provides a comprehensive analysis of the current directions in social rehabilita-

tion scholarship and research by bringing together the voices of legal scholars, criminal 

justice professionals, social scientists, and people directly impacted by criminal justice in 
a comparative, international, and interdisciplinary fashion.The volume offers a narrative 

of social rehabilitation in penal contexts through five main domains: theoretical-philo-

sophical, legal-comparative, human rights, social scientific, lived experience, and policy. 

Collectively, the contributions provide a systematised examination of the normative facets 

of social rehabilitation and illustrate avenues for its implementation in criminal justice 

domains in the full respect of the rights of justice-involved individuals, casting a critical 

gaze on some the mainstream narratives dominating contemporary penal policy. The over-

arching legal approach is complemented by a selection of perspectives in social rehabili-

tation research emanating from social psychology, critical criminology, penology, and 

neuroscience. These perspecti...  More Details… 

 Decision-making in International Construction Arbitration    

Author:      Haytham Besaiso 

Publisher:   Routledge, 2023 

ISBN:     9781032299204 

This book contributes to the empirical understanding of how arbitrators make their deci-

sions on the substance of commercial disputes arising from international construction pro-

jects. It is based on in-depth interviews with 28 international construction arbitrators and 

on the analysis of dozens of international construction arbitration awards. The combined 

experience of those who participated in the author’s research amounted to hundreds of 

international construction arbitrations (~ 300 cases) in addition to several hundred inter-
national commercial arbitrations.It presents the results of the first and largest research to 

be undertaken in this area, and it will be useful to arbitration practitioners and scholars and 

to the wider audience of dispute resolution students, practitioners, and theorists. In turn, 

the book examines to what extent international arbitrators apply the law as the substantive 

norm, providing an explanation for that, and then offers insights into whether arbitrators, 

in fact, lean towards commercial and transnational …. More Details… 

https://www.routledge.com/Criminal-Law-Procedure-and-Evidence/Signorelli/p/book/9781032539096
https://www.routledge.com/Social-Rehabilitation-and-Criminal-Justice/Coppola-Martufi/p/book/9781032052908
https://www.routledge.com/Decision-making-in-International-Construction-Arbitration/Besaiso/p/book/9781032299204
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Research Handbook on Jurilinguistics 

Author:    Ed. Anne Wagner 

Publisher:   Edward Elgar, 2023 

ISBN:    9781802207231 

This Research Handbook offers a comprehensive study of jurilinguistics that not only pre-

sents the latest international research findings among academics and practitioners, but also 

provides a new approach to the phenomena and nature of communicative flexibility, legal 

genres, vulnerability of interlingual legal communication, and the cultural landscape of 

legal translation. 

Chapters explore the theory of jurilinguistics investigating the features of a broad range of 

national discourses. Offering a unique perspective on the complex and dynamic relation-

ship between language and the law, the impressive selection of contributors discuss the 

efficiency, flexibility, and vulnerabilities of communication in legal settings. Anne Wag-

ner and Aleksandra Matulewska approach the topic from a multidimensional standpoint, 

dealing with a myriad of topics, notably the general theory of jurilinguistics, the genres 

and characteristics of legal language, and the improvement of the quality of legal lan-

guage.....  More Details… 

 
Climate and Energy Law and Policy in the EU and East Asia  

Author:    Ed.  Stefan E. Weishaar 

Publisher:  Edward Elgar, 2023 

ISBN:     9781035301140 

Greenhouse gas concentrations are rapidly increasing and as a result, fundamental eco-

nomic transitions are needed to limit global warming. This essential book examines the 

climate and energy policies of selected jurisdictions in Europe and East Asia that have 

vowed to become carbon neutral.Climate and Energy Law and Policy in the EU and East 

Asia provides important analyses of the respective laws and policies of the European Un-

ion, China and South Korea, and also touches upon Japan. Accounting for 43% of global 

CO2 emissions, these jurisdictions are critical for success. While nations share a common 

goal, the way policy priorities are set, and the ways in which the climate crisis is managed, 

differ tremendously. Chapters examine different law and policy approaches, constraints 

and resulting implications for cooperation, thereby contributing to the climate and energy 
transition discussions and offering much-needed policy insights...More Details… 

 

Teaching Contract Drafting 

Author:      Robin A. Boyle-Laisure 

Publisher:   Edward Elgar, 2023 

ISBN:    9781802209358 

This comprehensive guide covers every stage of organising and teaching a course in con-

tract drafting. With extensive sample course materials, it offers useful tips for building 

nuance, creative thinking, and experiential learning into contract drafting curricula. 

Chapters give detailed definitions and examples of core contract concepts including rep-

resentations and warranties; covenants; conditions; discretionary authority; and declara-
tions. Exploring complex issues such as ethical negotiation, cross-border transactions and 

the impact of technology on contracts, it presents a nuanced syllabus that can be adapted 

for courses that focus exclusively on contract drafting as well as those that contain other 

elements. The book provides tested examples of exercise sets, grading rubrics, sample 

contracts and peer-to-peer activities, focusing on engaging students in the dynamics of a 

client interaction. It turns to neuroscience and learning theory to identify 

effective pedagogical approaches, giving concrete recommendations for how these can be 

implemented in the classroom. .…. 

More Details… 

https://www.e-elgar.com/shop/gbp/research-handbook-on-jurilinguistics-9781802207231.html
https://www.e-elgar.com/shop/gbp/climate-and-energy-law-and-policy-in-the-eu-and-east-asia-9781035301140.html
https://www.e-elgar.com/shop/gbp/teaching-contract-drafting-9781802209358.html
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Let Us Descend 

Author:       Jesmyn Ward 

Publisher:   Bloomsbury, 2023 

ISBN:      9781526666734 

Jesmyn Ward is one of the greatest writers of all time. And Let Us Descend, once again, 

proves it -- Jacqueline Woodson, author of RED AT THE BONE. Exquisite, harrowing, 
elemental, transcendent and ultimately hopeful. The best book I’ve read in years. What a 

writer Jesmyn Ward is! ― Louise Kennedy, author of TRESPASSES. Ward resurrects an 

enslaved girl out of the lost folds of the antebellum South, twists magic through every 

raindrop, mushroom and stalk of sugarcane, and drops you into the middle of her harrow-

ing, unendurable, magnificent song. This is a gripping, mythic, bone-pulverizing descent 

into the grim darkness of American slavery – and yet somehow this novel simultaneously 

leaves you in awe of the human capacity to not only endure, but to ascend back to the light. 

A spectacular achievement -- Anthony Doerr, author of ALL THE LIGHT WE CANNOT 

SEE. A stunning achievement. Will grip you from the first word to the last -- Nathan Har-

ris, author of THE SWEETNESS OF WATER. This harrowing, extravagantly beautiful 

novel at times seems to hover halfway between the real world… More Details… 

 

 

The Berry Pickers by Amanda Peters 

Author:     Amanda Peters 

Publisher:     Catapult, 2023 

ISBN:    9781646221950 

"A stunning debut about love, race, brutality and the balm of forgiveness." –People. "An 

un-put-down-able novel of identity, forgiveness, and insistent hope." --The Christian Sci-

ence Monitor. "Peters skillfully manages to hold the reader's attention from the first page 

to the last . . . The Berry Pickers isn't a mystery, it's a truth telling by characters you can 

reach out and touch--characters whose misfortunes, regrets, feelings, and redemption most 

readers will relate to." --Diane Lechleitner, New York Journal of Books. "A sensitive and 
devastating saga of families broken, children stolen, and fierce reckonings with the trau-

mas of history . . . [Its] emotional climax will leave most readers with at least a tear in the 

eye." --Molly Odintz, CrimeReads. "Peters beautifully explores loss, grief, hope, and the 

invisible tether that keeps families intact even when they are ripped apart. A poignant 

debut from a writer to watch." --Kirkus Reviews (starred review). "Peters' debut combines 

narrative skill and a poignant story for a wonderful novel to which … More Details… 

 

I Must Be Dreaming 

Author:     Roz Chast 

Publisher:    Bloomsbury Publishing, 2023 

ISBN:    9781620403228 

“Amid the comic relief, there is profound vulnerability and anxiety playing out in weird 

and wild scenarios ... I Must Be Dreaming is your ticket to the dreamland of a genius. Go 

willingly.” ―New York Journal of Books. “Delightful ... Chast perfectly captures the 

weird joy of dreaming-an act that is both universal and deeply personal.” ―Publishers 

Weekly, starred review. “Wide-ranging and thoroughly charming … Truly fascinating, 

frequently hilarious, and not to be missed.” ―Library Journal, starred review. “Chast is a 

genius at mining her life for bits she can exaggerate into comedic gold, expertly portraying 

relatable emotions to her reader . . . I Must Be Dreaming takes Chast's legion of fans on 

yet another uproarious, touching and zany ride.” ―BookPage, starred review. “Illustra

tions and visual storytelling weave together a broad range of content on dreams that offers 

insight while never feeling burdensome or overly analytical. Easy on the eyes and witty, 
this book will have readers reaching for their own dream More Details… 

https://www.amazon.in/Let-Us-Descend-Jesmyn-Ward-ebook/dp/B0C1N991J4/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1KY5KSAK9HSBR&keywords=Let+Us+Descend&qid=1698739003&s=books&sprefix=let+us+descend%2Cstripbooks%2C196&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.in/Berry-Pickers-Amanda-Peters/dp/1646221958/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1NGEIJGETP10Q&keywords=The+Berry+Pickers&qid=1698739348&s=books&sprefix=the+berry+pickers%2Cstripbooks%2C375&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.in/Must-Be-Dreaming-Roz-Chast/dp/1620403226/ref=tmm_hrd_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1698740107&sr=1-2

